Robbins Trophy Shoot Rules
The basic format of this competition is to score the highest combined score of 3 x 20 target rounds
shot over a series of six shoot dates. Competing archers may attend any three of the shoot dates or
attend up to all six, in which case the three highest-scoring rounds will count. The rules of the
competition are as follows:
1. Any club members wishing to take part must shoot a minimum of three rounds of 20 targets
on each of the six dates specified you will have the opportunity to shoot one round to
contribute towards your overall score.
2. The archer will choose on the morning of the shoot whether they will shoot course A
(Targets 1-20) or course B (Targets 21-40).
3. At Least one of your qualifying scorecards must be from a different course i.e your 3 scoring
cards can not all be from the same course.
4. Standard NFAS Big Game Round scoring to apply to all shoots.
5. Double scoring is to be used throughout.
6. Completed scorecards must be submitted to the club committee member present on that
day’s shoot.
7. You may shoot and submit more than three rounds. If you do shoot and submit more than
three rounds, your three highest-scoring rounds will count towards your final score.
8. A round means shooting either targets 1 to 20 or targets 21 to 40 in a single session.
9. If an archer’s three highest-scoring rounds are from the same course, the lowest-scoring
round will be eliminated and substituted with the highest-scoring round from the alternative
course. If there sre no alternative course scores submitted the archer will be eliminated
from the competition.
10. A handicap system is used to level the playing field and calculate the final overall scores,
taking into account type of bow used and membership category (eg. Longbow senior gents,
HT junior girl etc).
11. The archer with the highest final score wins
12. Meet in the woodland carpark before the shoot commences; scorecards will be handed out
on the day, before the start of the shoot.

